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A F U N C T I O N A L E Q U A T I O N ARISING F R O M 
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D E T L E F GRONAU AND MACIEJ S A B L I K 
Abstract. We consider the real solutions of the functional equation 
(*) ilj"'(i) = - i 1 5(mi), i,3(0) = 0, 
m 
where m € N and ipm denotes the m-th iterate of the unknown function ip. 
We will handle this functional equation for a fixed m, but also for all naturals 
m, and give a representation of all C'2-solutions (even weaker, see Theorem 
2.1) of (*), but also treat the case of other solutions of this equation. In the 
introduction we will show the origin of this equation. 
1.Introduction. Suppose the function / : D —> R, where D is an open 
real interval containing 0 and /(0) = 0. Suppose further, that for x of a 
neighbourhood U of zero, lim n _,oo nfn(x/n) exists uniformly on U. We 
denote this limit function with <p(x), hence 
.ip(x) = lim nfn(x/n) with <p(0) = 0. 
For arbitrary natural k we have 
lim nfkn(x/n) = | lim nkfkn (^] = r<P^x), 
7i—>oo A; n-*oo \ kn J k 
for at least all x with kx £ U. From this we get the asymptotic formula for 
the A:7t-th iterates of the function / : 
fkn(x/n)=^(kx) + o 
for n —* oc and x with kx £ U. 
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In the paper [5] it is shown that if / is of class C' 2 and / '(0) = 1, then 
siich an asymptotic formula for / exists (cf. also [4] and [1] - [3]). 
Now we will derive a functional equation, characterizing the function <p. 
For naturals k and m and sufficiently small x we conclude from /(*•'+m)"(a:) = 
Taking the limit for n —> oo we get, due to the continuity of / , uniformity 
of convergence, and l i m n _ > 0 O nfmn(x/n) = ^-ip(mx) the following functional 
equation. 
A; -\- 7n k \m J 
L E M M A 1.1. The functional equation (1.1), for all k,m € N , is equivalent 
to: 
(1.2) v>m(x) = -<p(mx), ¥>(0) = 0, 
m 
for all m G N. 
P R O O F . (1.1) -» (1.2): For m = k = 1 equation (1.1) yields 
^ ( 2 • x) = <p2{x). 
We proceed by induction. If (1.2) holds for m then from (1.1) with k = 1 
follows 
^j-yV3((l + m)x) = <p | ^ ( m z ) J = y? o pm(x) = y> T O + 1(x). 
( 1 . 2 ) - ( 1 . 1 ) : 
—i—(p((k + m)x) = y> f c + m(x) = o v m (a;) = (~<p(mx) 
k+m v fc \ m 
• 
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R E M A R K 1.1. From the proof of the above lemma one can see that the 
following three functional equations are equivalent. 
(i) (1.1) for all k,m £ N , 
(ii) (1.1) with k = 1 and for all m £ N , 
(iii) (1.2) for all m £ N . 
We shall confine ourselves to the study of equation (1.2). We shall adopt 
the following definition. Let ^ : £ ) C R - * R b e a function and let U C R be 
a set. We say that <p is a solution of (1.2) on U if 
(a) oeuc i D n n ' / r o 1 ^ ) " 1 ! ^ ; 
(b) (1.2) holds for every x £ U. 
Condition (a) is equivalent to say that 
(a') 0 £ U and with x € U also x, <p(x),(pm~*(x) £ D and mx £ D. 
In the sequel we shall use the following lemmas. 
L E M M A 1.2. If <p : D R is a, solution of (1.2) in a set U for a fixed m 
then, for every natural k, the k-th iterate <pk : Dk = f|j=o ( V J ' ) 1 (D) ~~^ 
is a solution of (1.2) on any set V such that 
fc-i 
0 £ V C p | {<p'm)-x (U). 
s=0 
P R O O F . Fix a j £ { 0 , . . . ,k - 1} and take x £ V. We have ipjm(x) £ U 
whence m<^jm(a;) £ D. On the other hand ipsm{x) £ U for every s £ 
{ 0 , . . . ,j— 1} whence using (1.2) we get by an easy induction 
D ^ m^m{x) = mipm (v> ( i _ 1 ) m (aO) = (mv> 0 '" 1 ) m(a:)) = • •• = V j ( » ^ ) -
It follows that mx £ {<pj)~* (D) and consequently, V C ± f|*=o W')'1 (D) 
= ^Dk. 
Now fix an i £ { 0 , . . . , m — 1} and a j £ { 0 , . . . ,k- 1}. Then ki + j £ 
{ 0 , . . . , km — 1} and we can write ki + j = ms + r for some s £ { 0 , . . . , k — 1} 
and r £ {0, . .•. , m — 1}. For every x £ V we have 
<pki+i(x) = <pms+r(x) = <pr (<pma(x)) £ <pr(U) C D. 
Hence it follows that 
m-1 / fc - l \ m - l ^ n (o - 1 n u n (o_,<^) 
1=0 \ j = 0 / 1=0 
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which proves that V satisfies (a). To show (b) it is enough to prove by simple 
induction that for every x £ V 
<pkm(x) = Jk~^m (<pm(x)) = Jk~^m ( — u>(mx)) = ...= —<pk(mx). 
\m J m 
• 
L E M M A 1.3. Let <p : D —> R be a solution of (1.2) for a fixed integer 
m greater than 1 on U. Then for every k £ N the function ipm : Dmk = 
nj^o" 1 ( v T 1 (°) -> R satisfies 
(1.3) V>m*(*) = - ^ V ( m f c . r ) , v>(0) = 0 
for every x £ Wk(U) = f l t o ^ f l ^ o (v''"*)" 1 )• 
P R O O F . For A; = 1 we have W\(U) = (/ and (1.3) is simply (1.2). Suppose 
that the assertion holds for a k £ N and let x £ Wk+\(U)- Then for every 
j £ {0,... ,?Jifc+1 — 1} we have j = pni + r where p £ { 0 , . . . , mk - 1} and 
r £ { 0 , . . . ,m — 1}. Thus for every j G { 0 , . . . , m f c + 1 - 1} 
<fj(x) = ^(^m(x))£^(U)CD, 
whence <^m*+1(.r) is well defiVied for x £ Wk+\(U). Further we have by 
Lemma 1.2 (with A; replaced b\v mk) and induction 
^ \ x ) = ( ^ ) m (,\) = i / N ) = ^ (»,*+'*) . 
\ • 
The following lemma will be given without the obvious proof. 
L E M M A 1.4. If <p : D —*• R is a solution of (1.2) on U then 
•r (*) = 
\ m J m 
for every y £ mil. 
2. Twice differentiable solutions of the functional equation 
(2.1) <pm(x) = -rfmx), y>(0) = 0. 
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P R O P O S I T I O N 2.1. Let <p : D -*• R be a. solution of (2.1) for a fixed m > 2 
on a set U containing a neighbourhood ofO. If <p is differentiable at 0 then 
v'(0) € {0,1} in the case where m is even and <p'(0) € {0,1 , -1} in the case 
where m is odd. If <p'(0) = 0 and U is an interval then 
<p(x) = 0 for all x 6 mU. 
P R O O F . From (pm(x) = ±<p(mx) follows 
iff (Or = V'(0), 
hence <p'(0) = 0 or <p'(0) is a (m— 1)—th real unit root. Let now be supposed 
<*?'(0) = 0. Then there exists an interval V such that 0 € V C U and 
<p(V) Q V. Hence <pn is defined in V for all n G N . Fix an e € (0,1). There 
exists a 6 > 0 such that 
|y>(*)| < s\x\, x e (-6,6)0 D. 
An easy induction shows that 
(2.2) | ^ ( x ) | = |v? {<pn~\x))\ < e\Vn-*(x)\ < en\x\, x e (-6,6) n D. 
Since V C U,(p satisfies (2.1) in V. Fix a y € V \ {0} and choose fc e N so 
that € (—6,6) n V. V is an interval containing 0 and therefore 
mk~s m" for all s e { 0 , . . . ,k - 1} 
<p(y) 
<6m <€. 
whence € ^ . ( V ) (cf. Lemma 1.3). It follows from Lemma 1.3 and (2.2) 
that 
- * > - ' ( A ) 
y \ mK ) 
Since e 6 (0,1) was chosen arbitrarily we get <p(y) = 0, y € V. Now let 
z 6 U n 7?iV. Then 2 = mx for some x £ V and hence <p(z) = ip(mx) = 
m<j?"l(x) = 0. By induction <p vanishes in U D mnV, 11 € N , whence ip 
vanishes in U = U n g N 0 ^ ^ innV. From (2.1) we infer that <p vanishes in 
mU as well. • 
The most important class of solutions of our considered functional equa-
tion is given in the-following. 
12 - A n n a l o . 
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T H E O R E M 2.1. Lei <p : D —> R be a real solution of equation (2.1) for a 
fixed natural m > 1 on an open interval U containing 0. Suppose that c is 
continuous on U and two times differentiable at 0. If(p'(0) = 1 then 
^ ^ = r r ~ x w i t b * 4 § , 0 ) ' 
for x C W, where 
W 
' ml! n ( - o o , 6 _ 1 ) if 6 > 0 , 
mU if 6 = 0, 
t mUn (6~"\oo) if b < 0. 
Converse/v, the function <p : R \ {6 1 } —• R given by (2.3) /s a solution of 
(2.1) on R \ { m - 1 6 - 1 , ( m - l j - ' o - 1 , . . . , b~1} for all m G N . 
P R O O F . The last statement is obvious. Let us prove the first part of the 
assertion. 
i) For a fixed p € R consider the function cpp : R \ {/>_1 } - » R defined by 
<pp(x) = X 
1 — px 
and note that tpp has the expansion 
(fp(x) = x + p x2 + p2 x3 + • • • = a:1' 
i = l 
in the interval (—p l,p '). 
We know that the m—th iterate of <pp has the form 
1 — p m x 
From this one can see that each <pp is a solution of (2.1) on R\{m 1 p , p 1} 
arid ^r^(O) = 2/9. Moreover, observe that <pp is strictly increasing in each 
component of R \ {p~^} (or in R, if p = 0). 
ii) Suppose now <p to be a solution of (2.1) on U which is continuous, 
twice differentiable at 0 and y'(0) = 1. For this y> we get the Taylor formula 
<£>(#) = x + bx2 -f o(x2), x —r 0, 
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which holds for every x € D. Choose arbitrary «, c 6 R so that a < b < c. 
Since 
<Pc(x) — ifi(x) 




(2.4) V?a(jy) < v>(y) <.y>c(lO 
for every y ^ 0 from an open interval V C U, containing 0. We shall continue 
the proof in the case where 6 > 0 because in the remaining ones the argument 
is very similar. We can assume that 0 < a < c and we will show that (2.4) 
holds in mU n ( —o o , c _ 1 ) (except for y = 0). Indeed, put 
x = sup{2 > 0 : (2.4) holds for every y € (0,z)} 
and suppose that x < sup mU fl (—oo,c - 1). By continuity of fa,f and <pc 
we get 
(2.5) <Pa(x) = fix) or <p(x) = <pc(x). 
Note that we have 
x 
<p3c(x/m)= — < x, j - 0 , . . . , m - 1, 
in — cjx 
because x < c _ 1 . By the definition of x and because of monotonicity of 
'•Pai'pc we infer that 
<p?-\x/m) < <pm-\x/m) < ¥ > r ' ( * / " » ) • 
Hence by (2.4), (2.1) and the monotonicity of tpa and <cc we get 
(fa(x) = m<p™(x/m) <m<pa (^"^(x/m)) < m<pm(x/ni) = <p(x) 
<impc (v5 m _ 1 (x /m) ) < m<p™(x/m) = y>c(x) 
which contradicts (2.5) and proves that (2.4) holds oft mU n ( 0 , c _ 1 ) . 
Now put 
v. = mf{w < 0 : (2.4) holds for every y € (w, 0)} 
12^ 
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and suppose that v > inf mU. Then we infer that (2.4) does not hold for 
y = v. We have v < <pa{v) and 
y < fa(y) < >p{y) < My) < 0 
for every y € mU n (v,Q). Hence and by monotonicity of <pa,<pc, we have 
v < (fa(v) = m<p™(v/m) < mipm(v/m) = <p(v) < m<p™(v/m) - <pc(v) 
which means that (2.4) holds for y = v as well, contrary to our supposition. 
Finally, fix an a: € mU D ( - 0 0 , 6 - 1 ) . Then, if c > b is close enough to b, 
we get x € mU fl (—00, c - 1 ) and hence 
ipa(x) < <f(x) < ipc(x) 
for every a < b and every c > 6, close enough to b. Letting a —*• b, c —> b we 
see that <p(x) = <Pb(x) which ends the proof. • 
The above result has a local character but we cannot expect a global 
statement as is shown by the following. 
E X A M P L E 2.1. The function <f :R \ {1} —• R given by 
is a C°° solution of (2.1) on R \ { l v 2 - 1 , . . . , m J } for every natural m > 1. 
To complete in some sense the results on two times differentiable solutions 
of (2.1) we can state the following. 
T H E O R E M 2.2. Let <p : D —> R be a reai solution of equation (2.1) for a 
fixed odd natural m > 1 on an open interval U containing 0. Suppose further 
that <p is continuous on U and two times differentiable at 0. If v>'(0) = — 1 
then 
(2.7) (fi(x) = -x for all x e mU. 
The function <p given by (2.7) is a solution of (2.1) on R for all odd in € N . 
P R O O F . According to Lemma 1.2, <p2 is a solution of (2.1) on V = U n 
(^m)_1 ((/), if2 is twice differentiable at 0 and (v32)'(0) = 1. Thus in view 
of Theorem 2.1 
x 
<p(x) = l l - x 
0 
if x < 1, 
if x > 1, 
(2.8) ¥> 2(z) = 
a; = x + bx2 + o(x2), x 0, 
1 - bx 
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for some b £ R . On the other hand we have for some a £ R 
<p(x) = —x + ax2 + o(xi), x —r 0, 
whence 
(2.9) <p2(x) = x + o(x2), x-*0. 
Comparing (2.8) and (2.9) we get 6 = 0, or <p2 = x for x £ V. Since m is 
odd and tp satisfies (2.1) on V we have 
(f(x) = (fim(x) = — <p(mx), x £ V, 
m 
whence 
(2.10) ¥>(») = » » ¥ > ( ^ ) 
for y £ mV. We may assume that V is an interval whence ^ £ mV, n £ N . 
Hence we get from (2.10) by induction 
Letting n —> oo we obtain 
<p(y) 
y 
= <p'(0) = -l, 
whence tp(y) = —y, y £ V, follows. Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 
2.1 we argue to get ip(x) = —x for all x £ U. From (2.1) we infer that 
<p(x) = —x for all x £ mU. • 
3. Other solutions of the functional equation 
(3.1) <pm{x) = — <p{mx), v>(0) = 0. 
771 
We shall be concerned now with some other solutions of (3.1). It turns 
out that in lower classes of regularity there exist solutions different from 
those obtained in Section 2. We are going to describe some of them. Let 
us start with an easy example of a C' 1 solution of (3.1) which is not twice 
differentiable at 0. First let us state a result without proof. 
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L E M M A 3.1. Let D+ C R + = [0,oo) and / ) . C R . = ( - 0 0 , 0 ] and 
suppose that (p+ : D+ —• R+ and (f- : D _ —• R_ are solutions of (3.1) on 
U+ and (/_, respecti've/y. Tiien 9 : D — D+ U /}_ —> R, defined by 
j ¥>+(*) * e £>+, 
^ • r ) " \ <?-(*) * € D _ , 
is a solution of (3.1) on U = U+ U (/_. 
E X A M P L E 3.1. Fix numbers b < 0 < c arbitrarily and define <p : R —> R 
by 
X if x > 0, 
1 - 6x 
x if x < 0. 
I 1 - ex 
Obviously, ip+ = and 9 - = V 5!*- a r e solutions of (3.1) for every TJI G N 
in R + and R _ , respectively. Moreover, <p is of class C 1 in R , y>'(0) = 1, but 
V?+(0) = 26 ^ 2c = v>"(0). 
By Lemma 3.1, 9 is a solution of (3.1) in R. 
In the sequel we present a description of a family of C' 1 solutions of (3.1) 
which are not twice differentiable at 0. 
Let <p : [0, 00) —• [0,00) and denote by F\x<p the set of fixed points of <p. 
L E M M A 3.2. If<p is a continuous, nondecreasing solution of (3.1) on [0, 00) 
for some m > 1 tiien for every x G Fixy? and every k G Z also mkx G Fixy?. 
P R O O F . If x0 G Fix<^ then we have for k € N (cf. Lemma 1.3) 
<p(mkx0) = mkipm (x0) = mkx0. 
Suppose now that x 0 G F i x ^ and ^ $ Fix<^ >. Then x 0 > 0. Put 
1/1 :=supFixyjn 0, —) 
L Til / 
and 
yi := inf Fixy? D 0 0 ) • 
Then yi,y2 € Fix*,? by continuity of ip and 
x 0 Q < yi < — < V2 < x0. tn 
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Since <p has no fixed points in ( 2 / 1 , 2 / 2 ) and V ' s nondecreasing, we have either 
t 
(3 .2 ) 2/1 < <r>(x) < x < 2/2 for * 6 ( 2 / 1 , 2 / 2 ) 
or 
( 3 . 3 ) ?/, < :r < v?(.x) < ?/2 for x £ ( 2 / 1 , 2 / 2 ) -
Assume that (3 .2 ) holds. Then 
(3 .4 ) lim V ? U ( . T ) = 2/1 
for every x £ ( 2 / 1 , 2 / 2 ) - O ' 1 the other hand (cf. Lemma 1.2) 
mr fxo\ r nm fxo\ ^ r { X ° \ Xo 
V m) \m/ m \ m J m 
for every r £ N , which yields a contradiction to (3 .4 ) . Similarly we proceed 
if ( 3 . 3 ) holds. The lemma is proved because by induction € F ixy for 
every k £ N . • 
C O R O L L A R Y . Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, if <p satisfies 
<fm(x) = - 9 ( m x ) 
m 
and 
</(*) = -y>(par) 
/> 
/or two different primes m,p and all x £ [ 0 , 00 ) , and Fixy? \ {0} ^ 0 then 
V = id[0,oo). 
P R O O F . Suppose that 0 < x0 £ Fix<,2. From the preceding lemma we infer 
that 
mkprx0 £ F\x<p 
for every r,k £ Z . Since the set {mkprx0 : k £ Z , r £ Z} is dense in ( 0 , 0 0 ) 
we obtain our assertion by continuity of cp. • 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3 . 1 . Let <p : [ 0 ,00 ) —* [ 0 , 00 ) be a nondecreasing continuous 
solution of ( 3 . 1 ) and suppose that <p{x0) = x0 for some x0 > 0. Denote 
I0 = [x0,mx0]. The functions {V>fc : k £ Z} defined by 
(3 .5 ) i>k(x) = m~k<p(mkx), x £ I0, 
have the following properties 
(i) MIo) = /o, k € Z , 
(ii) 4>k(x0) = z 0 a/id i/)i.(mx0) - 7?ia;0, € Z , 
(iii) v^ 1 = V^+i, fcez, 
(iv) are continuous, k £ Z , 
(v) -0^ . are nondecreasing, k £ Z . 
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P R O O F . It follows from Lemma '.1.2 that ip(mxa) = mx0 and thus <p(l0) = 
I0 because (p is continuous and nondecreasing. From (3.5) we directly get 
(i), (ii), (iv) and (v). From ( 3 . 1 ) we infer 
V ^ n ( x ) = m-k<pm(mkx) = m - ( f c + , , v 5 ( " * f c + 1 * ) = V'fc+i(*) 
for all k £ Z and x € / 0 . • 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3 . 2 . Fix an x 0 > 0 and denote l0 = [x0, mx0], //,. -
mkI0, A; 6 Z . Suppose that {t/'A.- : € Z } is a /am/iy of mappings de­
fined on l0 and satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) from Proposition 3.1. Then ij>0 
can be uniquely extended to a continuous solution <p : [0,oo) —*• [0,oo) of 
( 3 . 1 ) such that ij>k(x) = m~kip(mkx) for x € I0-
P R O O F . Define <p : [0,oo) [0,oo) by 
( mk4>k(m~kx) if x £ Ik, k £ Z , 
( 3 - 6 ) ^ ) = { 0 if x = 0 . 
From (ii) and (iv) it follows that 
lim <p(x) = mk lim ip^m'^x) = mkx0 = <p(mkx0), k £ Z , 
x—nnkx0+ x—+mkx0 + 
and similarly 
lim (p(x) - <p(mk+xx0), k £ Z , 
x—nnk+1x0— 
which proves continuity of (p in (0,oo). Now, fix e > 0 and let p £ — N be 
such that m p + 1 x 0 < e. Choose x £ ( 0 , m p x o ] arbitrarily. Then x £ Ik for 
some k < p. From (i) we get 
0 < mkx0 < (p(x) = m f c V'fc(m _ f c x) < mkmx0 < mp+xx0 < e. 
This shows that (p is continuous at 0 . To show that ( 3 . 1 ) holds let x £ 
(0 , oo).Then x £ If. for some k £ Z and <p(x) £ Ik whence 
<pm(x) =mk^kn(nrkx) = mk1>k+\(m-kx) 
=mkm~(k+^<p(m':+im~'cx) = m~*<p(mx). 
The uniqueness of extension is obvious. • 
R E M A R K 3 . 1 . Note that in general a function tj)0 : I0 -* I0 may have 
several extensions to a solution of ( 3 . 1 ) . Indeed, if V'o is a homeomorphism 
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then we can define V't to be ?7i f c-th iterate of xj>0. Then (i)-(iv) are satisfied, 
but V'/t's are not uniquely determined for k < 0 because in general there are 
many homeomorphic iterative roots of a homeomorphism of an interval. 
R E M A R K 3.2. Observe that if we assume that are nondecreasing (in-
creasing) then so will be (p. It follows from the formula (3.6) and the inclusion 
¥>(/*) C Ik. 
Now we are going to show that there exist solutions of equation (3.1) 
which are of class C 1 but differ from those occurring in Theorem 2.1. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3.3. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.2, if moreover 
(vi) xfrk are of class C 1 in Int/ 0 and 
lim ip'k(x) = lim i/)'k(x) = 1; 
x—*xQ-\- x—>mx0 — 
(vii) limfc__oo = U uniformly in x 6 (x0,mx0); 
then ipo can be uniquely extended to a solution tp of (3.1) in [0, oo) such that 
i'kix) — m~k<p(mk(x)), x £ IQ, (p is of class in [0, oo) and y>'(0) = 1-
P R O O F . By Proposition 3.2, <p given by (3.6) is the unique continuous 
extension of ip0 such that ^ ( x ) = m~k<p(mk(x)), x £ / 0 . It is enough to 
check regularity properties of ip. Obviously, <p is of class Cx in D := \Jk€li 
Int/^. and 
= il>'k(m-kx) 
for x £ Int/fc and k £ Z. Thus by the mean value theorem 
(3 7 ) y>(s) - mkx0 = y ( x ) - <p{mkx0) _ , 
x — mkx0 x — mkx0 
for every x £ Int/fc, where f is a point in (mkx0, x). Now, letting a; —*• Tnkx0+ 
we see that m~kC x0+ and we get from (3.7), (3.6) and (vi) 
(p'(mkx0+) = 1 , 
and, in a similar way, 
<p'{mk+lx0-) = \. 
Since k was arbitrary, we infer that <p is differenttable in (0, oo) and 
f3 8l / M f ^ ( m - f c x ) »f x £(mkx0,mk+lx0), k£Z, 
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From (vi) we see that, <p is of class C1 in (0,oo). 
To show that <p is differentiable at 0, fix an s > 0 and choose p < 0 so 
that (cf. (vii)) 
(3.9) S " P I i'kiv) - 1 l< £, 
for all k < Let us take x G (0, mp+*x0). We have 
\<p{x) 
=lv>'(0 - i 
for a £ G (0,x). If £ = 7 n f c x 0 for some A; < p then m kĘ G (a;0, ?>ia;0) and we 
get in view of (3.8) and (3.9): 
<p(x) 
— I = | v ' ( . 0 - l | = l ^ ( " » - f c O - l | < e -
Thus we have proved that (p is right differentiable at 0 and ip'(0+) = 1. Using 
(3.8) and (3.9) again we see that (p' is right continuous at 0. This concludes 
the proof. . • 
The following example shows that there exist functions satisfying condi-
tions (i)-(vii). 
E X A M P L E 3.2. Fix m G N , m > 1, put x0 = 1,/G = [l,??i] and define 
•Vfc : Io — Io, k G Z , by 
if)k(x) = 
a~x (a(x) + mk) if x G ( l , m ) , 
x if a; G {1, m}, 
where a : (l,m) —• (—00 ,00 ) is given by 
7T • (x — 1) 
a(x) = cot 
m — 1 
Then the family {V'fc : A; G Z} satisfies (i)-(vii). • 
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